


Welcome

Amanda Leck
Executive Director, AIDR



Acknowledgement of Country

AIDR acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the various lands on which you all join us 
from today and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people participating in this event.

We pay our respects to Elders past, present and emerging and celebrate the diversity of 
Aboriginal peoples and their ongoing cultures and connections to the lands and waters 
across Australia.



Introduction

Amanda Leck
Executive Director, AIDR



Housekeeping
• You will remain muted and your camera will not be activated for the duration of today’s event.

• Today’s event will be recorded and made available after the event.

• Please enter questions for our speakers in the Q&A function, not the chat box.

• Please use the chat box to share any thoughts or reflections during the presentation – remember 

to select ‘all panellists and attendees’ to ensure everyone can read your message.

• Please be respectful to each other when posting your comments or questions.



The Australian Institute for Disaster Resilience: 
Education for Young People Program
Owen Ziebell
Senior Project Officer - Education and Engagement, AIDR



AIDR Education for Young People program

• Learning about natural hazards in local contexts and ways to 
keep safe from harm before, during, and after an emergency 
or disaster.

• Empowering young people to become active members of 
their communities.

• Recognising young people as ‘agents of change’ 



Educational Resources

• AIDR’s ‘Teaching Resources’ page 
has a wide range of curriculum 
linked resources to help teachers 
implement DRE into their 
classrooms. 



2021 Australian Curriculum Review

• AIDR lobbied for the mandating of DRE within 
the F-10 curriculum and the submission is 
publicly available online via the AIDR 
Knowledge Hub

• Updated curriculum will be published at the 
start of 2022.



Future DRANZSEN Forums

• We have some exciting news to share with you at the end of the 
presentations, later in the day about events in late 2021 and early 2022.



Australian Emergency 
Management Library
• Borrowing processes are being 

finalised.
• Content spans themes including 

disaster recovery and business 
continuity, leadership skills, and 
effective risk management.



The Fire Song

Hannah Cooper
Musician and writer of The Fire Song 



The Fire Song

View the music video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEJRJjq0-0M

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XEJRJjq0-0M


The Fire Song

Hannah Cooper
Musician and writer of The Fire Song 



AIDR’s Disaster Resilience Education for Young 
People Handbook
Ella Wilkinson
Project Officer, AIDR



Australia Disaster 
Resilience Handbook 

Collection
Disaster Resilience 

Education for Young People
Ella Wilkinson, Project Officer, AIDR





Australian Disaster Resilience 
Handbook Collection



Process of development
• National consultation and drafting in 2020-21

o Working Group 

o Disaster Resilience Education Strategy Group 

o Youth Reference Group 

• Final product an authoritative, trusted source of knowledge



Purpose of the handbook

The handbook provides:
• High-level, principles-based guidance for those seeking to engage 

young people in learning and action for disaster risk reduction and 
resilience.

• Strategies to design, implement and evaluate learning programs and 
initiatives for young people. 



National 
Principles



Case 
Studies



Cool Australia

https://www.coolaustralia.org/unit/disaster-resilience-education-years-7-8/?login=yes




Thank You
ella.wilkinson@aidr.com.au

AIDRnews AIDR_news aidr

Download the Disaster Resilience 
Education for Young People 
Handbook here: 
https://knowledge.aidr.org.au/resources/
handbook-disaster-resilience-education/

mailto:ella.wilkinson@aidr.com.au
https://www.facebook.com/AIDRnews
https://twitter.com/AIDR_news
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aidr/
https://knowledge.aidr.org.au/resources/handbook-disaster-resilience-education/


What about the children? Amplifying children’s 
voices and natural resilience after disaster
Dani Brunton
Emergency Response Manager, Save the Children Australia

Reem Hasib
Operations Manager (NSW, VIC, SA), Save the Children Australia



What about the children? 
Amplifying children’s 
voices and natural 
resilience after disaster



28EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROGRAMS FOR PSYCHO-SOCIAL SUPPORT



29JOURNEY OF HOPE

Meeting children’s needs through evidence-based program design

Objectives:

• Understand and normalise trauma-related emotions

• Promote protective factors such as commitment to 

school, prosocial behaviours, and peer relationships

• Minimise risk factors including conduct problems, 

inattention, and poor peer relationships

• Encourage development of positive coping strategies 

such as problem solving, emotional regulation, and 

expressing feelings.

Overall increased resilience for future challenges



30DELIVERED TO OVER 5000 CHILDREN AFTER THE 2019/2020 BLACK SUMMER BUSHFIRES



31EVALUATION CONFIRMED THE BENEFITS OF UNIVERSAL PSYCHOSOCIAL SUPPORT 
PROGRAMS IN DISASTER RECOVERY

• Statistically significant improvements in students’ report of:

• Difficulties in their daily lives, 

• In their attitudes to and relationships with others, and 

• In their use of positive coping strategies

• These outcomes contribute to individual recovery and to more positive classroom and home 
environments

• Based on wider evidence, these psychosocial improvements are also likely to support children’s 
capacity to learn.

“They are less anxious about the fires at school, 

they have moved on … I think it was the program 

that allowed them to do that … the bushfires were a 

big part of everyday life … they were trying to 

process it … and it made them quite emotional. But 

since the program they get less emotional … 

[Journey of Hope] has been an avenue for them to 

process … they are a lot more resilient.” (Teacher)



3290% OF PARTICIPANTS LEARNED HOW TO MANAGE THEIR FEELINGS



33OUR APPROACH – NINE BASIC REQUIREMENTS FOR CHILDREN’S PARTICIPATION

Developed in 
consultation with 
young people, this 
framework is based on 
almost 30 years of 
experience delivering 
child participation 
initiatives across the 
globe. 



34

There is good evidence that 
children’s involvement in 
disaster response:

• Improves quality of 
emergency planning 

• Empowers children 
• Boosts protective factors
• Increases accountability



35OUR VOICE – HOW IT WORKS
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Recommendations –
what’s important to 
participants

1. Feeling safe and prepared
2. Child friendly communication
3. Safe places to gather and 

connect
4. Opportunities to be involved in 

recovery
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Overall, children…
1. Want to have say on issues that 

matter to them
2. Need their own spaces to feel 

safe and have fun
3. Want more child-focused mental 

health/wellbeing services, ideally 
through schools 

Independent evaluation…
100% of evaluation participants 
agreed that improving the capacity 
and voice of children and young 
people in emergency management 
is necessary and valuable

AMPLIFYING CHILDREN’S VOICES – WHAT ELSE DID WE HEAR?



38OUR VOICE IN PRACTICE – TAREE, NSW

VIDEO LINK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3ywZ9mCAhY


Interaction design technology for children to learn 
safe behaviour in natural emergency situations
Mehrnoosh Mirzaei
PhD Candidate, Queensland University of Technology













































WaNavi Japan, Earthquake Preparedness 
in Japan
Beth Yokohara
Director, WaNavi Japan



Empowering International Residents to Live 
Confidently and Comfortably in Japan

Beth Yokohara, Director for WaNavi Japan



Earthquake Preparedness Workshops

Commemorating the 10th Anniversary of the 
Great East Japan Earthquake
March 1st, 2021



Our Team

Dr. Satoko Oki



Connect and Reinforce 
the Cycle of Disaster Preparedness

Family & Home
Preparedness

Personal
Preparedness

Workplace
Preparedness 

School
Preparedness

Community
Preparedness



http://outreach.eri.u-

Earthquakes in Japan



Four Plates Surrounding Japan

http://outreach.eri.u-

Hypocenter Distribution of the World       
Earthquake Research Institute of the University of Tokyo



About Us
41% of international residents have never experienced an earthquake before 

coming to Japan.

However, only 36% of municipalities and other international associations provided 
disaster-related information in English or other languages.

There is a huge gap in information and other support 
between the International and Japanese 

communities.
WaNavi Japan works to address and bridge this gap.

Excerpts from a survey conducted by the Tokyo Internationalization Study Committee under the Tokyo Metropolitan 
Government http://www.seikatubunka.metro.tokyo.jp/kokusaika2/H23.htm



備えあれば憂いなし Sonae Areba Urei Nashi
Be Prepared and Have No Regrets



7 Steps to Get Prepared
1. Know How to React to Earthquakes

2. Acquire Earthquake Literacy

3. Collect Information

4. Get Connected with Your Loved Ones

5. Understand Hazards and Evacuation Shelters/Areas in 
Your Neighborhood

6. Earthquake Proof Your Home

7. Prepare Your Emergency Kit



Supporting Materials 

© 地震研究所図書室 Earthquake Research 
Institute, of Tokyo University.

✔Help card
✔Handbook
✔Emergency plans, BOSAI kits
✔Earthquake proofing furniture devices
✔Checklists

✔Karuta
✔TPR 
✔Dangomushi
✔Cultural Connections 
✔Real Japanese announcements and 

news reports to practice gathering 
information. 



Help card
Free PDF Printable on our website, fold origami style into credit card size to keep on you at all times. 



Dangomushi
Pill bug, roly poly or slater: the pose used to protect yourself in an Earthquake.   

Source: Dr. Satoko OKI & Lab Students



Jishin Dangomushi Song

Developed by Dr. Satoko OKI & Lab Students

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=svqyoVh3Hfw


Survival Japanese 
Through Pictographs, Karuta and Total Physical Response TPR.

Tsunami Warning Map, Source: NHK 



Create your Personal BOSAI Kit 
What goes into your BOSAI Kit?

Useful Items

Must Have Items
Torch
Whistle
Food
Medication

Comfort Items



Additional Materials
Created by Dr. Motoki FUJII  & Lab 
Students at Shizuoka University, 

translated by WaNavi Japan

“The Ground is Shaking!”

“The Water is Coming!”



TO DO List

✔Get connected
✔Get informed
✔Get prepared

Live confidently and comfortably in Japan!



http://www.wanavi.org/
http://www.instagram.com/wanavijapan2011/
http://www.facebook.com/wanavi.japan1/
contact@wanavi.org



The case for building resilience in our children in the 
context of increasingly frequent and intense disasters
Chris Anderson
Bushfire Recovery Program Clinical Coordinator, Royal Far West

Oliver White
Head of Advocacy and Government Relations, UNICEF Australia



The Bushfire Recovery Program:

“The case for building resilience in our 
children in the context of increasingly 

frequent and intense disasters.”

Chris Anderson:
Social Worker & Bushfire Recovery Program Clinical Coordinator, Royal Far 
West (RFW)
chrisa@royalfarwest.org.au

Oliver White:
Head of Advocacy and Government Relations, UNICEF Australia 
owhite@unicef.org.au

National DRANZSEN FORUM, 1st September 2021 

mailto:chrisa@royalfarwest.org.au
mailto:owhite@unicef.org.au


Acknowledgement of Country & Culture 

Source: Map of Indigenous Australia: Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Studies (AIATSIS)

Acknowledgement of Communities with the 
Lived Experience of Disasters

Photo: Regeneration in the Blue 
Mountains. This photo was taken 
by a RFW team member in mid 
2020



The Partnership

UNICEF Australia

*UNICEF works in some of the 
world’s toughest places, to 

reach the world’s most 
disadvantaged children. Across 
190 countries and territories, 

we work for every child, 
everywhere, to build a better 

world for everyone. 

*Experts in responding to 
disasters.

Royal Far West (RFW)

*One of Australia’s oldest and 
most respected charities and is 

the only national charity 
dedicated to the developmental 

health and wellbeing of 
Australia’s country kids. 

*Experts in trauma informed 
care with a comprehensive 

multidisciplinary health team of 
more that 80 paediatric 

specialists.  

Giving 
Children 
a Voice



1. Office of the Advocate for Children and Young People (ACYP). “Children and Young People’s Experience of Disaster - Report” (2020) 

2. “The Impact of Bushfire on the Wellbeing of Children Living in Rural and Remote Australia: A Rapid Review” AUTHORS: Michael Curtin, Robert Brooks, Sarah 
Verdon, Judith Crockett, Gene Hodgins.

The Impact of Bushfire Exposure for Children 2.

Increased risk of depression, anxiety, and post-traumatic stress 
disorder

Poorer academic achievement and lower education levels and 
decreased social mobility

Effects may not be apparent in the short term but may become 
more pronounced later in life. 

Greater impact for vulnerable children

No evidence-based interventions for supporting children following 
bushfires were identified in the review – more research is needed!
“effective strategies may include multidimensional community-based 
interventions that not only involve children, but also families, schools and 
community organisations”.

How do disasters affect children? 2 in 5 children 
and young people were 

personally impacted by the 
Black Summer Bushfires 1.



How have we responded? 

• A Needs Assessment to highlight community needs

• The support provided:

• Who: children (0-12yrs) and key adults around the child including 
parents/carers, educators, local services and community leaders. 

• What: a range of psychosocial support from a multidisciplinary health team of 
Psychologists, Social Workers, Occupational Therapists and Speech 
Pathologists.  

• Where: based in communities, so far delivered through 12 preschools and 25 
primary schools across 9 LGAs. Delivered “on the ground” and via technology.

• When: a long-term commitment to recovery, beginning in January 2020 and 
currently funded until June 2023 with intention to continue beyond.

Photo: Taken outside Cobargo Recovery Centre during a Needs Assessment 
consultation on the NSW South Coast in early 2020 



Outcomes and Findings

Children’s Groups 
- 968 children supported 
- Based on Disaster Programs Stormbirds & 
Birdie’s Tree, plus multi-disciplinary input
- Co-facilitated with teachers & local service 
providers.
- Addressing Preparedness, Response & 
Recovery
- 89% of children agreed they learnt  “good 
ways to cope with my feelings”.

“People can help me when things are hard ” 
(Child)

Educator Workshops
- 442 Educators have participated 
- Topics such as “Supporting the School 
Community following Community Trauma”

- 100% of Educators agreed the Workshops 
increased their confidence to identify signs 
of psychological distress in children & know 
how to support them.

“The resources shared were great and I was 
able to work through some discussions with 
my students using these resources” (School 

Teacher)

Parent/Carer Sessions
- Group & individual sessions, focusing on 
both parental wellbeing and parents 
supporting their child.

- 100% of Parents noted they left the 
sessions with a better understanding of the 
importance of their own wellbeing in 
supporting their child.

“I learnt the importance of looking after my 
own wellness to better support my 

child”. (Parent)

Telecare Therapy
- 99 children have benefited from therapy in 
their area of greatest need

“How much has the therapy provided your 
child with strategies to cope with change 
and difficult life events such as bushfires?”
- “A moderate amount”: 39%
- “A large amount”: 39%
- “A very large amount”: 22%

“I was most impressed by the techniques 
and tools to help my child express his 

emotions and feel calm” (Parent)

An independent Evaluation is being conducted by Charles Sturt University with the Report 
expected to be released in September 2021



• Research and evidence
• Fund research to understand the needs and ‘voice’ of children, and the 

interventions and responses that most support them, particularly those 
who are affected by trauma and disadvantage

• Policy and Frameworks
• Commission a review of relevant policies and frameworks that guide 

disaster planning, response and recovery efforts to ensure the unique 
needs of children are specifically identified and addressed

• Investing in children and young people
• Fund mental health and wellbeing programs in rural and remote 

communities, increased education for communities about the impact of 
disasters on children

• Take a local community-based approach
• Establish a panel of preferred providers that are ‘fit for purpose’ to 

respond quickly in the event of a natural disaster or emergency event 
that can provide relief and long-term recovery programs for children

Scan the QR code to learn 
more about our key
recommendations and read 
our full Advocacy Report.

How Our Learning Informs The Future: Key Recommendations



Connecting the dots between community flood 
education and advancing women in STEM
Catherine Walker
Regional Manager, NSW, Water Modelling Solutions



Community 
Flood 

Education

Advancing 
Women in 

STEM

This 
Presentation



Shoutout to teachers!



What does a flood engineer do?



Importance of community flood education

“…governments have a critically important role in providing information on
disaster risks via community education and engagement programs. These
education and engagement programs...should be fit for purpose –
accounting for changing risk profiles and community demographics”
(Royal Commission into National Natural Disaster Arrangements Report,
Oct 2020, Section 10.3).

Communities that 
are aware of their 
flood risk are more 
resilient – i.e. more 
able to prepare for, 
respond to and 
recover from flood 
events 



Community 
Flood 

Education

Advancing 
Women in 

STEM

This 
Presentation



Floodplain Risk Management & STEM



Community 
Flood 

Education

Advancing 
Women in 

STEM

This 
Presentation



Female participation rate – Students commencing full time bachelors degrees in 2016 
(Engineers Without Borders, 2020)

Under-representation of Women in STEM fields

Misconceptions about what 
‘STEM careers’ are, a lack of 
female role models and the 
perception that ‘some STEM 
fields are a better fit for 
males’ are cited as some of 
the biggest barriers to girls 
and women participating and 
persisting in STEM.



Motivators for Women in STEM

A growing body of research 
in the engineering 
education space is 
demonstrating that 
curriculum which 
emphasises the social 
relevance of engineering is 
linked to more gender 
diverse student cohorts 
(Engineers Without Borders 
(EWB), 2020). 

12%

23%

Women in Australian Engineering Workforce

Female Members 

41%

Female Members 



Added Benefit - Bringing STEM subjects to life & boosting safety messaging
‘More should also be done to
communicate the risks of entering
floodwater in a vehicle from the
passenger's point of view, both to
support advocacy of passengers
(including children) as well as to
encourage drivers to view risks from the
perspectives of others in the vehicle’



Joining the dots



Existing Lesson Plans and Programs 

Existing Volunteering Programs and Engagement Opportunities 

So what resources are out there?



Over to you!



Learner agency in bushfire education: An explanatory 
case study from Harkaway Primary School, Victoria
Dr Briony Towers
Founder and Co-director, LEADRRR (Learning Ecologies for Action on DRR 
and resilience)

Leigh Johnson
Principal, Harkaway Primary School



© BUSHFIRE AND NATURAL HAZARDS CRC 2021

▌Learner agency in bushfire education
A case study from Harkaway Primary School

Briony Towers/ Bushfire and Natural Hazards CRC 
Leigh Johnson / Harkaway Primary School  
Harkaway Bushfire Safety Committee / Harkaway Primary School 





▌Australian Curriculum 
GRADE 5 HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Geography  - Knowledge and Understanding  

The impact of bushfires or floods on environments and 
communities, and how people can respond

• mapping and explaining the location, frequency and 
severity of bushfires or flooding in Australia

• explaining the impacts of fire on Australian vegetation 
and the significance of fire damage on communities

• researching how the application of principles of 
prevention, mitigation and preparedness minimises the 
harmful effects of bushfires or flooding

Artwork by Madi, Harkaway P.S.  



▌Our research
Building Best Practice in CCDRR

Bushfire and Natural Hazards 
Cooperative Research Centre  

Anglesea Survive and Thrive 

Strathewen Arthurs Creek Bushfire 
Education Partnership 

Harkaway Bushfire Safety 
Committee

RFS Project Firestorm 

DFES Bushfire Patrol 



▌Learner agency
Learner agency implies a sense of responsibility as 
students participate in society and aim to influence 
people, events and circumstances for the better. 

Agency requires the ability to frame a guiding purpose 
and identify actions to achieve a goal. 

It is about acting rather than being acted upon; 
shaping rather than being shaped; and making 
responsible decisions and choices rather than 
accepting those determined by others. 

-OECD. (2020). Learner Compass: Student Agency for 2030.
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▌Harkaway Case Study 
Project based learning for bushfire safety 
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Space Voice

Audience InfluenceInfluence

Provide a safe and inclusive 
space for children to form a 
view. 

Create opportunities for   
children to express their views. 

Ensure that children’s views are 
communicated to someone who 
has the responsibility to listen.

Ensure that children’s views are 
listened to, and acted upon, 
where appropriate.  

• Have children had an opportunity to build their 
understanding of hazards and risks? 

• Have children been supported to assess hazards 
and risks in their own local context? 

• Have children been supported to identify an 
authentic problem or issue of concern and 
develop a feasible solution? 

• Have children been provided with a range 
of options for communicating their 
problem and solution? 

• Have children been  given time, space and 
resources to communicate their problem 
and solution effectively?

• Do children feel ready to share their 
problem and solution with others?

• Have children had an opportunity to 
identify their intended audience? 

• Does the intended audience have the 
power to make decisions and take action? 

• Are there processes and platforms in 
place for children to communicate with 
their intended audience?

• Are there mechanisms in place for 
children to evaluate their impact? 

• Are there opportunities for children to 
engage in dialogue with decision-makers? 

• Have children been provided with 
feedback explaining the reasons for the 
decisions taken? 

Adapted from: Lundy, L. (2013). ‘Voice’ is not enough: conceptualising Article 12 of the United 
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. British Educational Research Journal, 33, 927-942.



View the Harkaway Primary School’s Bushfire Safety Manifesto 
here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FP5R-gYZUPI

https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DFP5R-gYZUPI&data=04%7C01%7CCharlotte.Fell%40afac.com.au%7C752c56941afd4c731bc508d96c97944a%7C0401596a2b9f4919a6dd4b372739f5fb%7C0%7C0%7C637660220565411464%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=csR0v5kzvTwhCg7TvcvQj%2BUxWM95YUovqHVmNHCk9l0%3D&reserved=0


View the Preparedness 1: Child-centred disaster risk reduction 
video here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DeaerwNSqAc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DeaerwNSqAc


Q & A

Don’t forget to enter you questions into the Q&A box.







Event concludes

Thank you for attending today’s webinar. 
If you are interested in presenting at future DRANZSEN events, including our 
upcoming Teachers Forum in 2021 or if you work with young people who 
would be interested in sharing their experiences of DRE at our 2022 Youth 
Forum please email owen.ziebell@aidr.org.au

mailto:owen.ziebell@aidr.org.au
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